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1. Introduction

In the last decade the interest in electrical energy production
from renewable sources has largely increased. In many countries it
has reached a significant fraction of the total energy produced by
non-renewable sources [1]. Since in many countries the target
renewable vs. non-renewable ratio was reached, public contribu-
tions are now being withdrawn and the cost per kWh produced by
new solar plants must significantly decrease thus becoming
competitive with that by non-renewable sources. Photovoltaic (PV)
plants will no longer be allowed to work far from their optimal
efficiency condition since the economic baseline gain often imposes
a plant efficiency above 90% [2,3].

A typical industrial PV park is composed of a large array of PV
panels, usually mounted on static support frames (i.e. not consid-
ering solar trackers) with no moving mechanical parts. This may
lead to the wrong conclusion that maintenance requirements for
such simple system is very limited and to expectations of almost
constant level of energy production for several years without the
need of systemmonitoring. Actually this is very far from being true
and it is now common practice to plan and implement a significant
Bizzarri), angelo.brambilla@
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amount of resources for the monitoring and maintenance of
industrial-strength PV parks. From this there is the need for more
efficient, accurate and reliable methodologies and tools to monitor
and rapidly identify potential failures with the goal of optimizing
energy production and minimizing maintenance costs [4e6].

It is possible to define two types of failurese catastrophic or hard
ones such as those due to blown fuses, broken cables or discon-
nections from the power-grid caused by inverter failures, etc, ande

soft ones such as those caused by dust or dirt on the surface of the
PV panels, hot-spot formation, partial shading, etc. In general, hard
failures lead to drastic and fast variation of the electrical variables.
Usually monitoring of hard failures is trivial since they can be easily
identified; on the contrary, detecting and diagnosing soft failures
may be very difficult. Their effect is often mistaken for the daily
power production fluctuation or it builds up very slowly, thus
gradually decreasing the efficiency of the PV plant without rising
any red flag.

A key objective of PV plant monitoring is the generation of alarm
messages that are automatically sent to the O&M (operation and
maintenance) engineers. It is very important to minimize the
generation of false alarms that may make the monitoring system
useless since human processing is needed to select those that need
attention. Direct raw data comparison logged from the PV parkmay
not always be the best approach. It is often better to introduce
suitable post-processing functions, such as figure of merits (FOMs)
and aggregate efficiency indices, that yield indirect measures of the
actual performance of the PV plant and trigger alarms in case of
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malfunction. In this paper we exclusively consider PV parks (i.e.,
industrial PV plants) providing an accurate description of them and
of the FOMs and aggregate indices used in the proposedmonitoring
system.

The definition of a model suitable to be used for establishing a
reference baseline for PV power productionwas tackled in previous
works [7e11], that mostly focused on the definition of analytical
models of power production and efficiency of a PV panel as func-
tions of irradiance and module temperature. These models are not
based on the physics of the pn junction that forms the basis of c-Si
(Crystalline Silicon) PV cells, do not model the electro-thermal
characteristic of the PV panels and often do not take into account
the layout of electrical interconnections. For instance the PV model
described in Ref. [11] and used in the monitoring system presented
in Ref. [12] links the maximum power point (mpp) to temperature
and irradiance but does not consider electrical variables. This im-
plies that all PVs panels are assumedworkingwith the same branch
voltage and that the maximum power point tracker (MPPT) always
performs in the best way, i.e., keeping all strings working at their
mpp even if they show mismatch in the electrical characteristics.

In this paper we present a completely different approach to
implement a large, industrial-strength PV parks monitoring system
leveraging on the simulation model of PV parks described in Refs.
[13,14]. The electrical and thermal equations governing the
behaviour of panels and the resistance of interconnecting cables
derived from the layout of the actual PV park are considered, thus
leading to a compact and numerically efficient model that is
capable to account for the interdependency of the thermal and
electrical equations. This accurate physical electro-thermal model
was implemented in a simulation environment also including
behavioural modelling language capabilities, which are very useful
e.g. to account for the specific MPPT algorithm that is characteristic
of the specific inverter used in the PV park. Furthermore this model
is capable of coping with often neglected effects, such as the ohmic
losses in cables and suboptimal operating conditions e.g. in the case
of MPPT flaws. The proposed approach allows to easily and directly
compare measured and simulated electrical data, such as for
example DC/AC inverter power and string currents and the
Table 1
Symbol reference.

Plant data

Pm Measures instantaneous power of the park
Ps Simulated instantaneous power of the park
Pmo Power by the ideal park at standard test conditions (STC)
Pmpp Power at the mpp working condition
isc Panel short circuit current
voc Panel open circuit voltage
vmpp Panel voltage at the MPP working condition
impp Panel current at the MPP working condition

Environmental data

Tamb Ambient temperature
Tstc STC temperature (298.15 K [15])
Tnoct Normal operating cell temperature (NOCT)
Tpv Surface temperature of panels
Rm Instantaneous solar irradiance
Rsc Irradiance at STC (1 kWm�2)
Rnoct Irradiance at NOCT (800 W/m2)
Re Theoretical irradiance on the panel surface at STC reduced from

1367 Wm�2 to 1 kWm�2 [16]
tr Sunrise time
ts Sunset time
b Temperature coefficient at Pmpp with panel operating at STC
n Wind speed (ms�1)
n0 Nominal wind speed (1 ms�1)
h Convection coefficient (6.62) [17,18]
simulated ones. This is a unique and novel feature of the proposed 
methodology.

A prototype implementation of this monitoring system has been 
used for several months to track the performance of 10 PV parks, 
both rooftop and ground mounted, with power capabilities ranging 
from 100 kW to 1 MW and installed in several different locations in 
Italy, for a total of 8.6 MW of nominal electrical power. Some 
application examples that exploit the already available historical 
data set are used in this paper as case studies to prove the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach. Since the proposed methodol-
ogy requires the definition of a significant number of constants, 
parameters and variables, a reference for the most important of 
them is collected in Table 1.

2. Definition of FOM metrics

Our goal is to define a set of FOMs that can be successfully and
reliably used to trigger alarms in case of PV system failures, both
hard and soft. An ideal set of FOM metrics should be necessary and
sufficient, in the sense that it should never create false alarmwhile
they should always set off when the system has a problem which
requires attention. In our systems FOMs are defined on a per-field
basis, having in mind that PV parks are usually composed of
several PV fields.1

In the sequel, grounding on the well known performance ratio
FOM, an effective and reliable aggregate index named F 4, that is
used to trigger alarms, is defined following an incremental
approach, i.e., going through the definition of the F 1, F 2 and F 3
FOMs.

2.1. F 1: a first improvement of the performance ratio

The first and perhaps best known FOM is the performance ratio
[19].

F 0ðtÞ ¼ P rðtÞ ¼ PmðtÞ
RmðtÞ

Rsc
Pmo

: (1)

The metricP r
2 is widely adopted primarily for its simplicity

since it requires only a few and readily available measured data as
input. It suffers of some serious drawbacks limiting its effectiveness
to identify the efficiency of a PV field. In fact the power yield of
panels largely depends on their working temperaturewhich in turn
depends on irradiance and convection coefficients (i.e. the pa-
rameters that characterize the rate of heat transfer from the panel
to the environment). P rðtÞ can thus be improved as

F 1ðtÞ ¼
PmðtÞ
RmðtÞ

Rsc
Pmo þ b

�
TpvðtÞ � Tstc

� : (2)

When the surface temperature of panels is not available, since
for example sensors are not installed, according to [17] e by
considering also wind velocity e we can derive Tpv(t) through

TpvðtÞ ¼ TambðtÞ þ
RmðtÞðTnoct � TstcÞ

Rnoct þ hðnðtÞ � noÞðTnoct � TstcÞ : (3)

Note that Tnoct is measured with the panel working in open
circuit conditions [2,20e23]. If the anemometer is not available, h
1 A “PV field” is defined as a subset of PV strings connected to the same inverter.
2 Actually the dependence of F 0 on time t is not explicit and one would better

write F 0ðPmðtÞ;RmðtÞÞ. This is true even for the other FOMs defined in the sequel.
Whenever the clarity of the presentation is not jeopardized, we omit the depen-
dence of a given FOM on specific quantities, such as PmðtÞ and RmðtÞ for F 0, but
simply specify its time-varying nature.



Fig. 1. (Upper panel) The P rðtÞ (black), F 1ðtÞ (grey) and F 2ðtÞ (light grey) FOMs
computed during a working day of the S 1 park delivering 777 kW total nominal
power at STC. To allow comparison between these FOMs we report also surface tem-
perature of panels (centre panel) and irradiance (lower panel).
has to be set to 0. The suggestion to enhance P rðtÞ is not novel.
Something similar was done in Ref. [24] and in Ref. [8] the authors
derived an expression for the power generated by the PV panel
depending on irradiance and module temperature (modelled as in
Ref. [25]) which we assume to be the panel surface temperature.

By recalling that our goal is to use the FOMs to automatically
trigger alarms in case of performance drops, we report in Fig. 1 the
P rðtÞ performance ratio and F 1ðtÞ, evaluated during a sunny day
of one of the two fields composing the PV park that we refer to as
S 1 in the following. S 1 delivers 777 kW total power at STC. For
completeness we report also Tpv(t) and Rm(t). All the panels used in
S 1 are STP185S-24/Ad type, with b¼�0.0048Wk�1. As it can be
seen P rðtÞ shows a minimum of 76.2% at 330.95 K maximum
surface temperature of panels, almost perfectly aligning with the
1080 Wm�2 irradiance peak. If we consider F 1ðtÞ we see that it
shows a minimum of 92.6% and a maximum of 99%. This clearly
shows that P rðtÞ underestimates the PV field efficiency. This is
mainly due to the fact that P rðtÞ does not depend on working
temperature of panels; by observing Fig. 1 we see that the mini-
mum of P rðtÞ is located about at noon when there is the temper-
ature peak. At the same time this data also show that the daily
variation of both P rðtÞ and F 1ðtÞ (even though slightly lesser than
that of P rðtÞ) can prevent their use for detecting PV field soft
failures.
2.2. F 2: the relative power error

Although F 1ðtÞ can be easily determined through Eq. (3) even if
surface temperature of panels is not available, an important accu-
racy improvement is offered by electro-thermal simulation of the
PV park to derive the simulated counterpart electrical quantities. As
a starting point we can take as reference the Ps(t) instantaneous
power produced by the simulated PV field, that works with the
same environmental conditions of the real one but with ideal
panels, i.e. not degraded by ageing, dust or formation of hots-spots,
ideal MPPT and inverter. We thus introduce the simple but effective

F 2ðtÞ ¼
PmðtÞ
PsðtÞ

relative power error FOM. To give a quick idea on the advantages of
having the reference frame by simulation, F 2ðtÞ referring to the
sameworking day of the S 1 park is shown in Fig.1. As we can see it
is more “regular” exhibiting an almost constant value of 94% during
the portion of the day with high irradiance level, i.e. above
300 Wm�2, and a less relevant drop at irradiance levels below this
value. As it can be seen F 1ðtÞ is in good agreement with F 2ðtÞ at
relatively high irradiance that corresponds to high energy
production.3

The F 2ðtÞ FOM gives a per-sample measure of the field effi-
ciency. In general one sample is recorded every few minutes,
therefore this FOM can be difficultly used to trigger alarms on
possible malfunctions of the field. In fact a time-local large fluctu-
ation, that does not practically cause any appreciable variation of
the total energy produced in the working day, can in turn trigger an
alarm. In general these possible time-local large fluctuations are
due to the fact that.

� the irradiance sensors are located in a specific point of the PV
park, for example near the inverter room. This means that
scattered clouds can cover a large number of panels without
3 It will be discussed in the sequel why the F 2ðtÞ drops are limited at sunrise and
sunset, i.e. when the inverter is driven by low power.
covering the irradiance sensors and vice versa. This causes
erroneous fluctuations of F 2ðtÞ;

� data-loggers get data from the PV field often by adopting a
“polling” schema thus misaligning the time instants at which
the instantaneous power, irradiance and panel surface temper-
ature are recorded. Despite the application of interpolating
functions this can result in erroneous fluctuations of F 2ðtÞ
along some recording points.
2.3. F 3: the integral version F 2

Drawbacks of F 2 suggest to low pass filter it. We thus introduce
the discrete time relative energy error function

F 3ðnÞ ¼
8<
:

am if fF 3ðnÞ<am

aM if fF 3ðnÞ>aMfF 3ðnÞ elsewhere
; (4)

where

fF 3ðnÞ ¼

Z tsðnÞ

trðnÞ
PmðtÞdt

Z tsðnÞ

trðnÞ
PsðtÞdt

; (5)

am 2 R>0 lower limits F 3ðnÞ, am < aM 2 Rþ upper limits F 3ðnÞ,
n 2 N is the day index. tr(n) and ts(n) can be determined by using
for example the SOLPOS tool [16]. In general we choose am ¼ 0.1
and aM ¼ 1.2, since values of fF 3ðnÞ even less than 0.1 already give
evidence of malfunctions and above 1.2 show that there is some-
thing wrong in data sampling of Pm(t) and/or Ps(t). F 3ðnÞ is thus
undersampled with respect to F 2ðtÞ since it generates one sample
per day.

By limiting the integrals in Eq. (4) from tr(n) to ts(n) we prevent
the computation of F 3ðnÞ during night. Apparently this seems
useless since PV parks do not produce power in the night time and
integral contributions are null. However we often experienced the
recording of small radiation intensity in the night due to small



offset of the irradiance sensors and/or night illuminations by city
lamps. If this happens the FOM is incorrect since there is an excess
of integrated Ps(t).

The F 3ðnÞ FOM does not derive the efficiency of the field
independently from the irradiance intensity. More in detail,
consider efficiency in two very different days, for example the first
one sunny with peak irradiance above 1 kWm�2 and the second
one cloudy with peak irradiance below a few hundreds of Wm�2. In
these two days energy productions are very different and small
absolute differences between simulated and measured instanta-
neous power can lead to large drops of F 3ðnÞ that can be mistaken
for PV field malfunctions.
2.4. The F 4 aggregate index

We suggest to modify F 3ðnÞ by weighting efficiency according
to irradiance, obtaining the weighted relative energy error

F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ ¼ 1�

Z tsðnÞ

trðnÞ
wðtÞðPsðtÞ � PmðtÞÞdt
Z tsðnÞ

trðnÞ
PsðtÞdt

; (6)

where w(t) is the weighting function defined as

wðtÞ ¼
8<
:

bm if ewðtÞ< bm
bM if ewðtÞ>bMewðtÞ elsewhere

; (7)

ewðtÞ ¼ RmðtÞ=ReðtÞ, bm and bM have the same meaning of am and aM
in Eq. (4). The Re(t) irradiance can be determined by considering the
tilting and azimuth of each panel and the geographical coordinates
of the field [16,26]. The ewðtÞ function scales the difference between
the simulated and measured powers according to the irradiance
intensity. Above the reduced theoretical irradiance this difference is
enhanced and below reduced. We choose bm ¼ 0.1 and bM ¼ 1.2
since “attenuations” or “amplifications” by w(t) lesser and larger
than these values, respectively, are meaningless.

In sunny days, for a good performing park, F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ is
very close to F 3ðnÞ since w(t) acts only at low irradiance levels. In
case of a badly performing park, differences in simulated and
measured instantaneous power are amplified and this leads to
differences between F 4 and F 3. During cloudy days F 4 can be
larger than F 3 since w(t) attenuates possible differences between
measured and simulated powers. The key aspect is that F 4 is an
aggregate index and not a FOM and gives more reliable results on a
per day basis and it was used to check possible malfunctions and to
trigger automatic messages.

By evaluating F 4ðIs;kðtÞ; Im;kðtÞ;nÞ, where Is,k(t) and Im,k(t) are
the simulated and measured currents, respectively, of the k-th
string, it is also possible to detect malfunctions of subsections in the
PV field. This aggregate index is applied to each string current to
compute the corresponding efficiency.4A possible drop of efficiency
of a single string can be rarely detected by observing the total po-
wer generated by the field, since the relative drop of F 4 is often
marginal. Therefore application of F 4 to string currents is an
effective tool to detect both global (as it will be shown in Sec. 4) and
local malfunctions.
4 The current of each string is measured and recorded by data loggers and it is
acceptable to consider currents and not string powers since the field voltage is
shared among all string that are connected in parallel as shown in the schematic of
Fig. 2.
3. Working and monitoring flows

3.1. Data-base organisation

The working data from the PV park are organised in a data-base
(DB), that also stores the following items.

1. The layout of each field, i.e. interconnections of panels to form
strings and connections of strings in the junction boxes as shown
in Fig. 2. In the schematic reported in Fig. 2, the Rc1…Rcn and Rm
resistors model resistances of interconnecting cables. Blocks
labelled as PV models groups of PV cells (in general 20) that form
panels that in turn are connected in series to form strings. Each of
these blocks has a bypass diode that allows current to flow
through the rest of the string if a PV is damaged. Each string is
connected through the Dcn diode and Rcn resistor modelling
losses in interconnecting cables to the MPPT block that acts on
the entire PV field. The Dc1…Dcn diodes prevent currents to flow
back to the corresponding strings, i.e. avoid that a malfunctioning
string becomes a load of the PV field and dissipates power. The
block labeled as MPPT implements an ideal MPPT that sets
voltage at node M to maximize power delivered by the PV field.
The resulting topological structure is a treewith panels as leaves
and the PV park as root. In the first level nodes there are the
fields and thus the inverters. Each inverter can be equippedwith
more than one MPPT.

2. Available sensors, types of the irradiance sensors, of the panel
surface temperature sensors andof the ambient temperature ones.

3. Type and orientation of each panel; each panel is logically linked
to a subset of sensors.

4. Types, sections and length of connecting cables.
5. The nominal electrical characteristics of each panel of the PV

park as reported in the data-sheets, i.e., isc, voc, Pmpp, vmpp and
impp (see Table 1). These values are grouped in two sets, one
related to STC and the other to NOCT (e.g, Pstcmpp and Pnoctmpp). Often
a unique panel type is used for the entire PV park. If flash tests of
panels are available, they are inserted and related to the corre-
sponding panels.

6. Data logged from the PV park; these data can be environmental
ones, such as for example the working temperature of the
inverter transistors and CPU, and electrical variables, such as the
instantaneousDC power from the PV park, the voltage level set by
the MPPT and the AC power delivered to the grid. In general in
conventional application loggers elaborate data and for example
store irradiance values averaged over 30 min. In our case we do
not perform any averaging and data are stored every 5 min.
3.2. Model fitting

Sincewe use the simulationmodel presented in Refs. [13,14], we
have to fit model parameters tomonitor the efficiency and yield of a
Fig. 2. Block diagram schematic of the electrical layout of a considered PV field.



PV park. The electro-thermal characteristic of panels are fitted in
STC and NOCT. The use of these two characteristics at different
temperatures allows the fitting of parameters that define the
thermal behaviour of the panel. The fitting process is off-line and
performed once-and-for-all during the start-up phase of the PV
park. The electrical characteristics of panels are read from the DB;
fitted model parameters are stored in the DB after fitting.

We perform a constrained optimisation [27] of the electro-
thermal characteristics to minimize the error among the values of
the given panel parameters listed in item 5 of Sec. 3.1 and those
from the model. The objective function is

yðxÞ ¼ a1

���Pnoctmpp � PmppðxÞ
���þ a2

���vnoctmpp � vmppðxÞ
���þ a3

��vnoctoc

� vocðxÞ
��þ a4

���inoctsc � iscðxÞ
���þ a5

���Pstcmpp � PmppðxÞ
���

þ a6

���vstcmpp � vmppðxÞ
���þ a7

��vstcoc � vocðxÞ
��þ a8

���istcsc

� iscðxÞ
���; (8)

where x 2 RQ is the vector of the Q model parameters and
a1,…,a8 2 Rþ are weighting coefficients. As an application item
consider the STP185S-24/AD panel by SUNTECH, which equips S 1.
Its electrical characteristics at STC and NOCT are reported in Table 2
where it can be appreciated that fitting leads to very goodmatching
of parameter values, with a maximum relative error within the
manufacturing tolerances of the panel.
Fig. 3. From top to bottom. Panel 1: simulated (black) and measured (grey) powers
along one working day of S 1. Panel 2: simulated (black) and measured (grey) voltages
at the M node of the circuit shown in Fig. 2. Panel 3: simulated voltage across a single
cell in a PV panel. Voltage fluctuations are mainly due to temperature variations and
minimally due to irradiance variation. Panel 4: measured surface temperature of
panels. Panel 5: measured irradiance.
3.3. PV park simulation

The PV park simulation is organised in three different steps
described in the following. These three actions are automatically
daily performed starting at a specific time instant (in our case at
midnight). All simulations were performed with our PAN circuit
simulator [32].

On average this simulation flow elaborates 6 samples per second
on an I5-2400@3.10 GHz computer running LINUX; a sample is
acquired from the PV parks every 5 min, therefore the simulation
flow elaborates 30 min working per second.
3.3.1. The first step
In the first step the netlister reads the electrical layout of the PV

park from the DB together with the electro-thermal models of
panels. It generates a hierarchical netlist organised as the tree
describing the layout of the PV park. The netlister also handles
parasitic resistances of interconnections, the thermal network and
the auxiliary code to elaborate results and load them in the DB at
the end of the simulation. The auxiliary code implements also the
MPPT feature through the “amoeba” optimisation method. In
practice an objective function expressing the power transferred
from the PV field to the inverter is maximised [27].
Table 2
Fitted electrical characteristic of the STP185S-24/AD panel.

Par. Fit. Value Rel. err %

vstcmpp 35.487 36.400 �2.50
Pstcmpp 185.000 185.000 0.00107
vstcoc 44.171 45.000 �1.84
istcsc 5.431 5.430 0.03

vnoctmpp 33.414 33.200 0.64
Pnoctmpp 138.738 137.000 1.26
vnoctoc 41.297 41.300 �0.0049
inoctsc 4.345 4.390 1.01

Par.: parameter name, Fit.: fitted value of the parameter, Value: parameter value
from the data-sheet, Rel. err: relative error of fitted parameter.
3.3.2. The second step
In the second step the simulator is launched; it reads the netlist,

accesses the PV park DB and retrieves data. More precisely the
simulator retrieves the vectors of measured irradiance and
measured panel surface temperature. In general panel temperature
is referred to specific (one or two) panels of the field on which the
temperature sensors are mounted. In industrial parks temperature
can be considered uniform with good accuracy; clouds lead to non
uniformity of temperature that however on average can be
neglected. Irradiance is read from one or two sensors and the same
considerations about measuring of temperature hold. The working
temperature of the PV cell junction is determined by exploiting the
electro-thermal characteristic. This differentiate the proposed
approach from other ones that derive it by considering for example
irradiance, wind speed and convection coefficients [28,29,12]. This
has also the benefit to take in consideration possible overheating/
cooling of panels when they are mounted for example on the roofs
of industrial buildings. The simulator performs an electro-thermal
static analysis on the discrete time mesh of measured input data
and computes power produced by the simulated PV park together
with current flowing through each string of the PV park.5 The
5 With the term static we underline that a set of algebraic equations and not
differential ones is solved [30], i.e. electrical capacitors and inductors together with
lumped thermal capacitors are neglected. This assumption makes sense since (i) the
time constants of the thermal networks modelling the PV cell are smaller than the
sampling time interval and (ii) the surface temperature of panels, whose dynamics
can be extremely slow, is not simulated. The surface temperature is considered as a
time-varying input of the reference frame; it is measured by the sensors and pro-
vided to the simulator.



“amoeba” optimisation method is launched at each time sample; it
performs several DC analyses of the PV field and varies the field
working voltage till reaching the maximum power transfer to the
inverter. This action is repeated at each time sample. Simulation
results are uploaded in the DB.

As an example, in Fig. 3 we reports some simulated and
measured electrical quantities along oneworking day of one field of
S 1.6 In this simulation the characteristic of panels is assumed
identical (no flash tests were available) therefore we report one
simulated string current that constitutes the reference. The voltage
is set by the MPPT, the string currents are thus determined by their
iev characteristics. In the simulated case the MPPT is ideal and it
finds the unique maximum of the power versus voltage charac-
teristic. As it can be noted there is a very good agreement between
the simulated and measures instantaneous powers. Fig. 3 shows
also a good matching between vMm

and vMs
(i.e., respectively, the

measured and simulated field voltages set by theMPPTat nodeM in
the circuit of Fig. 2) but at sunrise and sunset, i.e. at lower irradiance
values where the real MPPT sets a too lower field voltage with
respect to the optimal one by simulation. Making reference to Fig. 1,
this is the reason of the fast drops ofP rðtÞ and F 1ðtÞ at sunrise and
sunset and of the best behaviour of F 2ðtÞwhich is computed using
the ideal MPPT for the evaluation of P sðtÞ.

Furthermore, the field voltage lowers as irradiance increases
and reaches its minimum at the maximum value of irradiance, that
is, it shows a concave parabola shape. Examining Fig. 3 it can be
noticed that such voltage remains almost constant versus irradi-
ance and PV cell temperature variations showing fluctuations of
±20 mV around its average value of about 525 mV. In an approxi-
matedway, the photo-generated current can be assumed as linearly
dependent on the irradiance and the PV cell voltage as constant
when irradiance is above a lower threshold. The losses in cables and
metal stripes connecting cells quadratically increasewith respect to
field current, i.e. with respect to irradiance. Voltage drop at node M
is then due to power losses of interconnects, i.e. the MPPT has to
lower voltage at the M node in the schematic shown in Fig. 2 to
compensate the voltage drop across Rc1, Rc2, Rcn to extract the
maximum power. In this case we computed a peak power loss by
interconnections equal to 17.6 kW versus a corresponding 337 kW
measured peak power. The relative energy loss is 3.1% versus
10.4 MJ of daily produced energy.

A straightforward economic analysis showed the need to lower
power losses of cables by increasing their sections in next solar park
realizations.

This shows the versatility and flexibility of the proposed
monitoring approach and tool that allows us to easily simulate and
elaborate electrical quantities.

3.3.3. The third step
In the third step of the monitoring flow the performance

analyzer reads experimental and simulated data, such as power and
string currents and computes the FOMs of the PV park thus
providing some overall indices of the efficiency and yield. Results
by the performance analyzer are uploaded in the DB.

4. Experimental results

In this section we present and discuss some results obtained by
applying F 4ð$; $;nÞ to detect malfunctions of a set of industrial pv
parks located in Italy. All results refer mainly to the 2013 year and
apply on historical data stored in the data-base.
6 Each of the figures in this article refers, in general, to different time intervals
but the panels, which make up each figure, refer to the same time period.
In Fig. 4 we report F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ of one field of the S 1 PV
park along several working days (upper panel) and the measured,
simulated powers (lower panel). This field runs in an acceptable
way with efficiency close to 90%. It can be also appreciated that
F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ has limited fluctuations when there is a large
variation of delivered power due to irradiance drop in cloudy days.
These days can be identified in the lower panel of Fig. 5 since they
correspond to fast variations of the instantaneous power with
respect to t.

A field of this park is composed of 140 strings, the application of
F 4ð$; $;nÞ to string currents showed that 137 strings were running
correctly and 3 were unconnected due to fuse interruption. This
was an “abrupt” failure easily detected in one day that reduced the
total efficiency of about 2.5%. This estimation was performed by
integrating the simulated energy produced by the reference string
in the simulation model. It was decided not to plan an extra
maintenance intervention and to wait the scheduled one to restore
string functionality.

The second considered park ðS 2Þ is locate near S 1 and was
designed to deliver 510 kWat STC (two fields). It was equippedwith
the same panel type as S 1. In Fig. 5 we report F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ
and the measured, simulated powers along some working days.
Fig. 5 shows a well known and easily identifiable efficiency drop;
during the fourth reported working day, the measured power drops
to 0 due to a disconnection from the grid. Reconnection takes place
in the late afternoon. In this day F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ drops to about
60%. During the reported days there were some scattered clouds
that caused variations of power but not of F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ that
kept at about 90%.

In Figs. 6 and 7 we still consider S 2 and report the same
quantities as in Fig. 5 but in subsequent working intervals. By
observing F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ in Fig. 6, we see that it lowers from
day to day and that on the right portion of the figure, it goes below
80%. If we compare the measured (black thick curve) and simulated
(grey thin curve) powers in the lower panel of Fig. 6, we see that
there is an appreciable difference between their peak values and
mainly that the measured power does not go above 200 kW peak
value. This drawback is much more evident in the right portion of
Fig. 7 where peaks of simulated power further increased with
respect to those of Fig. 6 due to increasing seasonal irradiance,
while measured power was evidently clipped. Efficiency continued
to drop and reached almost 65% (see the right portion of Fig. 7).

We applied F 4ðIsðtÞ; Im;kðtÞ;nÞ (string current aggregate index),
where k ¼ 1,…,98 (see Fig. 8). We see that all the strings of the field
performed in a bad way with low index values that varied from
about 45% to 65%. By observing string currents we see that they
overlapped the reference current in a very good way from sunrise
during increasing irradiance till a value where they showed a
sudden decrease. The decrease continued till few hours before
sunset when string currents returned to overlap in a good way the
Fig. 4. Upper panel: the F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ aggregate efficiency index during several
working days of S 1. Lower panel: measured (black tick curve) and simulated (grey
thin curve) powers.



Fig. 5. Upper panel: the F 4ðnÞ aggregate efficiency index of S 2. Lower panel:
simulated (grey thin curve) and measured (black thick curve) powers.

Fig. 6. Upper panel: the F 4ðnÞ aggregate efficiency index of S 2. Lower panel:
simulated (grey thin curve) and measured (black thick curve) powers.

Fig. 7. Upper panel: the F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ aggregate efficiency index of one field of
S 2. Lower panel: simulated (grey thin curve) and measured (black thick curve)
powers.

Fig. 9. The F 3 FOM computed by using the park voltage imposed by the real MPPT
(black curve) and the F 3 FOM computed by using the ideal MPPT.
reference current. The important aspect is that this behaviour is
homogeneous to the entire field and thus the malfunction is not
caused by a specific field component. The conclusion is that the
malfunctions had to be caused by the MPPT or the inverter. Direct
Fig. 8. Upper panel: the F 4ðIs; Is;k;nÞ aggregate efficiency index of one field of S 2.
Central panel: Is,k measured string currents. Lower panel: the Is reference string current
(in this case it is the same for all the strings).
comparison of measured and simulated working voltages of the
field, with observation of the inverter room temperature, allowed
to identify the malfunction. Park inspection showed a failure of the
air-conditioner that was unable to sufficiently cool the inverter
room. Overheating of the inverter room increased according to
seasonal irradiance and ambient temperature increase leading to a
stop of the MPPT functionality and to a reduction of power con-
version by the inverter. This behaviour was slowly worsening and
identifiable by observing the slope of F 4ðPsðtÞ; PmðtÞ;nÞ. Note that
the loss of control of the field voltage by the MPPT leads to the
spread of the string currents and F 4ðIsðtÞ; Im;kðtÞ;nÞ visible in Fig. 8.
5. Discussion

The main advantage is granularity in determining possible
failures and accuracy. To highlight this aspect we considered a park
that generates 404.8 kW at STC. The electrical characteristics of the
88 strings (20 panels per string) forming the park were measured
and fittedwith an average relative accuracy better than a fraction of
%. The voltage operating point set by the realMPPT was used in the
simulations.We computed F 3 along 244working days as shown in
Fig. 9. As it can be seen F 3 is slightly greater than 1 which means
that the simulated PV park underestimates the performances of the
real one. F 3 is slowly decreasing and an apparent maximum
mismatch of 1.2% with an abrupt decrease between the simulated
model and the real one happened on 12/03/2014. In this very day
panels were washed. It implies better performances, thus the
observed mismatch was due to soiling. This accuracy can not be
obtained by approaches based on instantaneous irradiance derived
from satellite measurements [31] or a mix of satellite measures and
terrestrial ones such as for example that described in Ref. [12], that
was applied to domestic plants, since they suffer of an unacceptable
uncertainty (up to several tens of %). In figure Fig. 9 we report also
F 3 computed through the simulation done with the idealMPPT. In
this case efficiency is always less than 94% showing that the real
MPPT severely underperforms and lowers the economic return of
the park. This was considered unacceptable as already partially
shown by considering S 1 and S 2. Once more we underline that
this result can be achieved only with a versatile and accurate model
that is also a key aspect in soft failures identification.

The main disadvantage of the proposed approach is the need of
a very accurate description of the electrical characteristics of the
park, the need of an accurate measure of the environmental vari-
ables and storing of a relatively large amount of data per day. This
does not pose any problem in industrial parks but can potentially
limit its extension to domestic plants. In this context, it is authors'
opinion that good results may possibly be obtained with domestic
plants by installing irradiance sensors in a reduced number of
plants located in the same relatively small area, e.g. a city. For
example these irradiance sensors may be installed on the roof of
public buildings. Data collection and elaboration can be done by
dedicated and remote servers. Data logging from plants and



transmission to servers can be done once per day. Nowadays ADSL
connections are available in almost all private houses and data
loggers cost less than 100V.

6. Conclusions

An approach to accurately monitor the performance and thus
efficiency of large (hundreds of kW), grid-connected PV parks has
been proposed. This approach grounds on an index suitable to
compute the per-day performance of the park and of the strings
composing it. It exploits an accurate electro-thermal model of the
PV panels and is capable of taking into account all relevant envi-
ronmental variables. The essence of this novel index is to be a
weighted relative energy error, i.e., it scales the difference between
the simulated and measured powers according to the irradiance
intensity. The reliability of the proposed approach allows to use it
not only to monitor the overall performances of a given PV park but
also to check possible malfunctions and to trigger automatic alarm
messages. The proposed approach was and it's applied to monitor
several industrial PV parks located in Italy.
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